Abstract—Hand posture recognition is an important technique to enable a natural and familiar interface in HCI (human computer interaction) field. In this paper, we introduce a hand posture recognition method by using a depth camera. Moreover, the hand posture recognition method is incorporated with MPEG-U based advanced user interaction (AUI) interface system, which can provide a natural interface on a variety of devices. The proposed method initially detects positions and lengths of all fingers opened and then it recognizes hand posture from pose of one or two hands and the number of fingers folded when user takes a gesture representing a pattern of AUI data format specified in the MPEG-U part 2. The AUI interface system represents user’s hand posture as the compliant MPEG-U schema structure. Experimental results show performance of the hand posture recognition and it is verified that the AUI interface system is compatible with the MPEG-U standard.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently in the human computer interaction (HCI) field, many researches have been conducted on the interaction which gives and takes the communication for the interface between the human and the machine. The conventional interface methods include the switch based method using tools like a keyboard or a mouse and the method using pointing devices. But, these are not the methods as natural as the human communication. The natural interface method should consider the characteristics of the human communication system. Voice and gesture are the most common means of the human communication. According to [1], human acquires more than 80% of the information through visual method, thus visual interface is one of the most familiar and convenient methods for human among various interface methods. To enable the visual interface between the human and the machine, a technology to recognize user’s intent represented by gesture or posture of hands is needed. Moreover, a practical interaction system utilizing recognition results as the natural interface should be developed, which requires compatibility with a variety of machines.

There are various studies on the hand recognition. Many hand recognition methods segment hand region based on color information such as skin tone [2, 3, 4]. However, these methods dependent on color information may be sensitive to practical environment such as illumination change and the skin color of race. To detect hand region more efficiently, a specific glove or a wrist cover hand is utilized in [5, 6], the 3 dimensional hand model is used in [7], and 3 dimensional image data that are an image data of the 2 dimensional image data plus information on the depth are used in [8].

In order to recognize the hand’s posture correctly, the fingers should also be recognized. There are various works in the literature. In [9], fingers are detected by using curvature between fingers obtained from the gradient of luminance. In [10], the convex hull based convexity defects are uses as the feature for the finger detection. In [11], the edge based finger phase model is introduced for the probabilistic matching. In [12], fingers are detected according to the connectivity of horizontal lines within a hand region.

For the purpose of providing a familiar and natural user interface, this study considers the hand posture as the natural interface. The robustness of the hand detection which copes with the various environmental changes is realized based on the 3 dimensional image data including the depth information [8]. The depth information can be obtained with 2 or more cameras or a depth sensor. Recently, there have been an increasing number of depth cameras available at commodity prices and also there is trend of releasing the products where the smart machine is equipped with depth camera. Thus, the usage of the depth camera can be a more practical solution than that of specific equipment such as the glove or the wrist cover hand. As for the finger detection, this study also uses the convex hull based convexity defects [10], which is robust to noise and requires relatively low computational complexity.

One of the points that should be considered in the user interface system is the interoperability among various machines. The conventional interface data format representing user’s hand gesture or posture is differently specified on the customized software or even hardware platform, which may not be compatible with various machines. Thus, in the ISO/IEC JTC1/SC29/WG11 MPEG(Moving Picture Experts Group), the advance user interaction (AUI) interface data format is being standardized, and that standardization project is called MPEG-U part 2 AUI Interface [13]. The purpose of the MPAG-U part 2 is to support effective interoperability and interface method by providing the data format which has consistency defined as standard in the interface [14]. In the MPEG-U part 2, the above mentioned AUI interface data format is defined according to the XML based schema.
structure. The design goals of XML emphasize simplicity, generality, and usability over the internet. Although the design of XML focuses on documents, it is widely used for the representation of arbitrary data structures, for example in web services. Accordingly, this study introduces a MPEG-U part 2 based AUI interface system that can be interoperable among different machines.

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM

The paper introduces a MPEG-U based AUI interface system that provides a natural interface using the hand posture. The hand posture is recognized with the depth camera, KINECT. Figure 1 shows the proposed system that consists of the two parts, the hand posture recognition and MPEG-U XML creation. The hand posture recognition part is further divided into the detection module and the recognition module. In the detection module, a hand region is roughly detected applying the hand detection algorithm provided in the Candescent NUI [8]. To minimize the size of the detected hand region, the position of the wrist and the end positions of fingers are located and the roughly detected hand region is refined with these positions. Next, the center point of the minimum hand region is calculated for the finger detection and the end point of the fingers are detected using the Convex Hull based Convexity Defects. The recognition department applies the algorithm which differentiates between the left hand and the right hand and among the thumb, index finger, middle finger, ring finger and the little finger and differentiate them based on the detected result, and judges the hand’s posture and the fingers’ spread status and recognize the final hand posture. Next, the MPEG-U XML creation part takes the posture which has the characteristic in accordance with the MPEG-U part2 standard and parses it into the XML document in accordance with the MPEG-U part2 standard in order to express the recognized hand posture into the interoperable data format.

A. Hand posture recognition part

1) Detection department: In the KINECT, the time of the infrared light being shot and coming back reflected is measured by the detection sensor and the depth information is acquired [15]. In order to use the KINECT, the 3D motion recognized middleware which enables the compatibility with the PC is needed. The middleware used mainly for the KINECT are KINECT SDK from Microsoft and the Prime sense OpenNI etc. Candescent NUI provides the open source which recognizes the hand and the fingers utilizing these middleware. Candescent NUI has the advantage of being able to detect the hand precisely and swiftly utilizing the 3 dimensional image data and is robust to the change of the complex background and illumination and the computational complexity is also very low. The hand and finger recognition part of the proposed system uses the open source of Candescent NUI [8] for the depth information input from the Kinect to detect the hand region as in the figure 2-(a). In order to detect the minimum hand region among these detected overall hand regions, the followings are performed.

First, the hand region is fitted to a line in the sense of the minimum least square error [16]. Then, pairs of two intersection points between the outermost line of the hand and the normal line of the fitting line are found. When the variance of the distance between a pair of the two points is constant, the normal line through the pair of the two points is decided as the wrist line. Figure 2-(b) is a figure which indicates the point of the wrist by indicating one line which represents the overall hand region. After finding the wrist point, calculate the least square including the minimum hand region from the wrist point to the end point of the fingers. Figure 2-(c) is a figure which indicates the least square including the minimum hand region from the wrist point to the end point of the fingers. Next, find the center point of the minimum hand region by applying the distance transform algorithm [17]. The center point is necessary for the detection and recognition of the fingers afterwards and is often utilized as the position value of the hand in the MPEG-U AUI interface data format. Figure 2-(d) shows a figure which indicates the center point of the minimum hand region which applies the distance conversion algorithm. Next, detect the end point of the fingers using the Convex Hull base Convexity Defects [10]. This method has the advantage of assuming the correct fingers and obtaining the directional information on the corresponding fingers, but there is disadvantage that it needs necessarily additional post process procedure. The additional post process procedure is as follows. Assess the goodness of fit with the oval approximation model improved based on the oval morphological characteristic that the finger joint has. Based on the result above, detect the final end point of the fingers by using information on the vector angle difference between the end points of each finger and the center point. In figure 2-(e), the red dots are the finally detected end points of the fingers.
2) Recognition department: The recognition department classifies with the right hand and left hand. And classifies with the thumb, index finger, middle finger, ring finger and the little finger. It is based on the detected hand and fingers. The classification of the hand is performed considering the situation where the minimum hand region is either one hand or both hands. If both hands, by the topology judgment, what is in the left is classified to be the left hand and what is in the right is classified to be the right hand. Finger classification applies the proposed finger skeleton classification algorithm as in the figure 3. First, the number of regions detected of the hand is calculated. When the number of hand region is two, the numbers of center points and end points of fingers are initialized to be two and ten, respectively. When the number of hand region is 1, the numbers of those points are initialized to be one and five, respectively. Next, a skeleton of the hand is made as follows. When the center point is C(x_c, y_c) and the end points of each finger are F_i(x_i, y_i), (i=0~4), the skeleton of each finger L_i will be defined as the line which connects the C and F_i. And the length is defined as Length_L_i. The two shortest skeletons among the Length_L_i of each skeleton is found and the thumb’s skeleton candidate is called. The skeleton of which the value is lower than the critical value among the thumb’s skeleton candidate is selected. Then it is called optimal thumb’s skeleton. And when the value is lower than or greater than the critical value, it is called optimal thumb’s skeleton by using the angle among the adjacent skeletons. When we call the angle among the adjacent skeletons of Ls_1 Angle_S_1 and the angle among the adjacent skeleton of Ls_2 Angle_S_2, the skeleton is classified which has the maximum angle. After classification the thumb’s skeleton, the rest of the fingers in the order of most adjacent fingers to thumb is classified as the skeleton of the index finger, middle finger, ring finger and the little finger. After that, by using the classified finger’s skeleton, if the end point of the finger lies on the corresponding skeleton or lies adjacent to the corresponding skeleton, is classified that end point of the finger as the end point of the finger of that corresponding skeleton. For the real time application, it is not created a new skeleton when inputting each time, and the detection department only is executed, and is compared with the acquired least square to the previous point of least square and is calculated the coefficient of the movement and rotation conversion and apply this to the skeleton created at the previous point and decrease the complexity for the creation of the skeletons. Next, the final hand posture is recognized by judging the hand posture and if each finger is spread.

B. MPEG-U XML creation part

The creation part of MPEG-U XML creates the XML document according to the MPEG-U Prt2 standard in accordance with the schema structure defined in the MPEG-U part 2. MPEG-U part2 supports the schema structure for all
data type as XSD document. If user poses of scissors using his
calculated hand and fingers, in the creation part of MPEG-U
XML creates the XML document using the schema structure
scissor type. The information of scissor type is included in the
document and the parameters processed in the hand and finger
recognition part are divided into the X, Y, Z coordinates in
accordance with the MPEG-U part2 standard and is narrated.

Figure 4 is the figure parsed in accordance with the MPEG- U
part2 standard about the posture which has the characteristic
which corresponds to the MPEG-U part2 standard.

III. EXPERIMENT

This chapter indicates the end points of the fingers using
Convex Hull based Convexity Defects through an experiment
and shows the result of recognition of the proposed finger
classification algorithm. Also, it validates through
experiments the points where the hand posture recognition is
possible in various environments. Finally, it validates the
suitability of the MPEG-U based advanced user interface
system for the interconnection by experimenting the proposed
system with MPEG-U part2 reference software.

A. Proposed finger classification algorithm verification

The proposed system recognizes the hand as the left and
right hand and the fingers as the thumb, index finger, middle
finger, ring finger and the little finger. The posture is robustly
recognized in the experiment when all the 10 fingers are
spread or only a few of them are spread or when they move or
rotate. Figure 5-(a) is the test result which shows the hand and
fingers when all the 10 fingers are spread and figure 5-(b) is
the test result that shows the hand and the fingers when only a
couple of fingers are spread. Figure 5-(c) is the test result which
classifies the hand and the fingers when the user takes the
posture giving change of movement and rotation. In the figure,
the 0 and 1 of the hand region indicates the left and right hand
and the 0~4 in the adjacency of the fingers indicates each
thumb, index finger, middle finger, ring finger and the little
finger.

B. Hand posture recognition verification in a variety of
environments

The proposed system uses the 3 dimensional image data
and thus is very robust to the various environments. The
Candescent NUI which detects the hand utilizing the 3
dimensional image data is robust to various environmental
changes and the computational complexity is small. In the
experiment, the system shows the performance of the
proposed method in the background of which the color is
similar to the skin color and the change of illumination. Figure
6-(a) is the figure that shows the hand recognition result
recognized in the bright background of high brightness value
and the figure 6-(b) is the figure that shows the hand
recognition result recognized in the dark background of low
brightness value. Figure 6-(c) is the figure that shows the hand
recognition result recognized under the background having the
similar color with the skin color. As shown in the figure, this
proposed method is robust to the change of the environment
and the illumination.

C. The MPEG-U based advanced user interaction interface
system verification

It verifies the system proposed by experimenting the type
about Geometric Pattern, Symbolic Pattern among the 6
different patterns defined in the MPEG-U part2. The types to
be used in the experiment are the Rect of Geometric Pattern
and the Scissors of Symbolic Pattern. The Rect of Geometric
Pattern needs the data on the Top Left Position, Bottom Left
Position, Top Right Position and the Bottom Right Position
and the Scissors of Symbolic Pattern needs the size data. In
the proposed system, in order to express the Rect and Scissors,
in the Rect the classified thumbs and index fingers of both
hands are used and in the Scissors, the thumb and index finger
of one hand and the size of the hand region are used. Figure
7 is the figure which expresses the Rect and Scissors with the
recognized hand posture and figure 8 is the figure of the
Rect’s posture information and the Scissor’s posture
information parsed into XML document in accordance with
the MPEG-U part2 standard. In order to verify the validity of
the parsed XML document, the verification was done using

Figure 3. Rect XML of MPEG-U part2 geometric pattern parsed
when a user takes the Rect posture

Figure 5. Hand posture recognition result of the proposed method (a) result
when all the 10 fingers are spread out, (b) result when a few fingers are
unfolded, (c) result under translation and rotation of hand
the MPEG-U part 2 reference software. First, convey the parsed XML document to the MPEG-U part 2 reference software as in the figure 9-(a) and 10-(a). After that, the corresponding coordinate values are detected as in the figure 9-(b) and 10-(b) through unmarshal task and print that detected coordinate values to GUI of the user interaction interface system as in the figure 9-(c) and 10-(c). Like this, the XML document in accordance with the MPEG-U standard can be conveyed to a different device and that different machine can obtain the same result if it is equipped with the XML parser which suits the standard.

**Figure 6.** (a) Recognition result of the hand posture under the bright background, (b) recognition result of the hand posture under the dark background, (c) recognition result of the hand posture under the background having the similar color with the human skin

**Figure 7.** (a) Hand posture of Rect, (b) Hand posture of Scissors

**Figure 8.** XML document in accordance with the MPEG-U part 2 standard (a) Rect, (b) Scissors

**Figure 9.** X-Y coordinate output and GUI output from the XML document of Rect
The system proposed in this thesis is the MPEG-U based advanced user interface system which works by way of the hand posture recognition using the depth camera. The hands and the fingers were more robustly recognized using the depth camera, the proposed algorithm to classify the fingers could classify robustly in the change of the various movement and rotations and it could also classify robustly in the folding and unfolding actions. Also, the different scene techniques were able to be interoperable as the standard basis based on the MPEG-U. There also showed standard based interface between the user interface device and the scene technique device. The proposed system will be able to be utilized as the modality in the multi-modal interface system afterwards. Also, if the development of technology utilizing MPEG-U is promoted for the smart TV and Smart phone, more various interfaces will be realized.
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